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Dutch law sometimes presents parties concluding commercial contracts with surprises. We 
illustrate this using the chronology of the contract: pre-contractual phase, interpretation, 
exculpatory clauses and termination. In this context, we explain how the parties can prevent 
or mitigate these surprises as well as the associated risks as much as possible. 
 
1. Introduction 
It is a well-known saying that prevention is better than cure, and this also applies to 
concluding commercial contracts under Dutch law. Major Dutch and international parties 
that conclude or intend to conclude a commercial contract often assume that their contract 
‘will cover everything’. Indeed, this assumption is not all that unreasonable where it concerns 
detailed commercial contracts which the parties have negotiated in full. In such cases, Dutch 
law usually attaches a lot of weight to the linguistic meaning of the terms used when 
interpreting a contract. All the same, we find that parties – whether or not acquainted with 
Dutch law – who have declared Dutch law applicable to their commercial contract are 
sometimes faced with surprises as a result. In this article we will give some examples of 
‘Dutch’ surprises in the successive phases of contracts. In doing so, we will explain the 
extent to which parties can prevent or mitigate such surprises as well as the associated risks. 
Obviously, the scope of this article prevents us from providing an exhaustive analysis. 
However, we do aim to show that, although Dutch law sometimes contains unexpected 
outcomes for parties, in many cases it also offers handles with which to prevent or limit them. 
  
2. The pre-contractual phase 
The first surprise presents itself even before the parties have concluded a contract. Many 
Anglo-American companies and lawyers are astounded when told that they may already be 
bound by a contract or be liable for compensation even before the contract has been signed.1 

In this context, a distinction must be made from a legal perspective between, on the 
one hand, cases involving an unsigned but nevertheless binding contract and, on the other, 

 
*  This is an informal translation of an article published in Dutch Monthly Journal on Property, 

Contract and Tort Law [Maandblad voor Vermogensrecht] 2021, pp. 248-255. 
1  A well-known decision is that of the House of Lords (Lord Ackner) of 23 January 1992, Walford v 

Miles, [1992] 2 AC 128: ‘A duty to negotiate in good faith is as unworkable in practice as it is 
inherently inconsistent with the position of a negotiating party. (…) In my judgment, while 
negotiations are in existence either party is entitled to withdraw from these negotiations, at any time 
and for any reason. There can be thus no obligation to continue to negotiate until there is a ‘proper 
reason’ to withdraw.’ 
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cases in which there is no contract as yet but the parties are not simply at liberty to abort the 
negotiations.  

In the first situation, the offer and acceptance have already resulted in the conclusion 
of a contract (Article 6:217 of the Dutch Civil Code ("DCC")), even though the parties have 
not yet signed it. Dutch contract law proceeds from the concept of consensus and therefore 
does not, in principle, provide for formal requirements such as a signature in order for a 
contract to have been concluded (Article 3:37(1) DCC). This may the case, for example, if 
the parties have agreed on the essentials of the contract and continue negotiating on minor 
points only. This type of contract is referred to as an ‘outline contract’ or a ‘skeleton contract’. 
According to the Dutch Supreme Court judgment in Regiopolitie v Hovax, it depends on ‘the 
parties’ intention’ whether such a contract exists.2 Accordingly, if it is the parties’ intention 
that there is no binding contract until the final details have been negotiated, no skeleton 
contract will exist. In practice, however, the parties’ intention turns out to be difficult to 
reconstrue in retrospect, if only because the parties usually hold conflicting views once a 
dispute about the contract has arisen. This may therefore lead to a party being ‘surprised’ 
that it is bound by an unsigned contract, whether or not in outline form. The counterparty 
will be then able to claim performance. 

The second situation concerns the purely pre-contractual phase. As early as in 1957, 
the Dutch Supreme Court ruled in Baris v Riezenkamp that ‘by entering into negotiations 
about the conclusion of contract, the parties enter into a special legal relationship governed 
by good faith, meaning that each of them must base their conduct in part on the other party’s 
legitimate interests’.3 One consequence of this is that the parties cannot always simply abort 
the negotiations. In CBB v JPO (2005), the current standard judgment, the Dutch Supreme 
Court attaches prime importance to the freedom to abort negotiations, while subsequently 
formulating two exceptions: aborting negotiations is unacceptable (1) given the 
counterparty’s legitimate expectation that a contract will be concluded, or (2) in connection 
with the other circumstances of the case.4 The Dutch Supreme Court then provides a number 
of suggestions on how to assess the expectation that a contract will be concluded. 
Consideration must be given to the legitimate interests of the aborting party and to 
unforeseen circumstances (in other words: ‘proper reasons' for aborting the negotiations). At 
the end of the judgment, the Supreme Court again stresses that this is a ‘strict criterion that 
should be applied with restraint’.5  
 Although aborting negotiations is therefore not likely to create liability, this does not 
alter the fact that the risks may be considerable. First, the other party, if it had the legitimate 

 
2  Dutch Supreme Court, 26 September 2003, ECLI:NL:HR:2003:AF9414, NJ 2004/460, para. 4.2. 

This is discussed at length in R.P.J.L. Tjittes, Commercieel contractenrecht. Deel I: totstandkoming 
en inhoud [in Dutch], The Hague: Boom Legal Publishers 2018, pp. 71-74. 

3  Dutch Supreme Court, 15 November 1957, ECLI:NL:HR:1957:AG2023, NJ 1958/67. 
4  Dutch Supreme Court, 12 August 2005, ECLI:NL:HR:2005:AT7337, NJ 2005/467, para. 3.6. 
5  Dutch Supreme Court, 12 August 2005, ECLI:NL:HR:2005:AT7337, NJ 2005/467, para. 3.7. 
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expectation that a contract would be concluded (and only in that case 6 ), may claim 
compensation for lost revenue, i.e. the profit which the contract would have generated. Such 
a claim is very rarely allowed, however. Secondly, the other party may claim reimbursement 
of the costs incurred rather than compensation for lost revenue, i.e. costs that were incurred 
unnecessarily, such as negotiating costs and opportunity costs (the costs of missing an 
opportunity to secure another contract). Finally, in some cases a court may order the aborting 
party to continue negotiating until an agreement has been reached.7  
 How can these risks be mitigated? The fact that the parties already have a legal 
relationship during the pre-contractual phase also means that they can document it in a 
contract. When concluding large commercial contracts, it is advisable to make contractual 
arrangements about the negotiation phase in, for example, a ‘letter of intent’, a ‘term sheet’ 
or a ‘memorandum of understanding’. Such a document is used not only to set out practical 
arrangements on exclusivity and confidentiality, but also to limit the risks of pre-contractual 
liability and the situation of being bound prematurely by a skeleton contract.  
 To begin with, the parties can limit or exclude their liability for aborted negotiations 
by including an exculpatory clause. Such a clause is generally enforceable between 
professional parties. The limitations that Dutch law places on the enforceability of 
exculpatory clauses will be discussed below. However, exculpatory clauses do not preclude 
a claim for performance if there is a skeleton contract. 
 Therefore, the parties can also lay down their intention not to be bound by a contract 
until the final details have been fully negotiated. They can also agree, as a formal requirement, 
in derogation from Article 3:37(1) DCC, that their contract must be signed in order to be 
enforceable. The purpose of this requirement is identical to that of ‘subject to contract’ and 
‘subject to signature’ clauses used in the Anglo-American context. Because these terms have 
no special meaning under Dutch law, however, the purpose of the clause must be described 
sufficiently clearly.8 Provided that they have been properly worded, such clauses will take 
away the risk of being bound by a skeleton contract or an unsigned contract.9 But they will 
not completely rule out the risk of liability for aborted negotiations. If one party creates the 
impression that the finalisation and signature of the contract is merely a formality, the other 
party may still have the legitimate expectation that a contract will be concluded. In such 
cases, a court or arbiter10 may even find that reliance on a ‘subject to contract’ or ‘subject to 
signature’ clause is unacceptable according to the standards of reasonableness and fairness. 

 
6  Dutch Supreme Court, 29 February 2008, ECLI:NL:HR:2008:BC1855 (X v Shell), para. 3.4. 
7  As regards these remedies, see Asser/Sieburgh 6-III 2018/195 and 197-199. 
8  This went ‘wrong’, for example, in ’s-Hertogenbosch Court of Appeal, 23 August 2016, 

ECLI:NL:GHSHE:2016:3729 (‘subject to signature’ clause interpreted as ‘subject to contract’ 
clause) and Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 9 April 2013, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2013:BZ8550 (‘subject 
to signature’ proviso insufficiently clear). 

9  See, for example, Central Netherlands District Court, 23 July 2018, ECLI:NL: RBMNE:2018:3511, 
Central Netherlands District Court, 30 January 2019, ECLI:NL:RBMNE:2019:1006 and Amsterdam 
District Court, 22 July 2020, ECLI:NL:RBAMS:2020:3900, para. 4.5.4. 

10  In this article, the term ‘court’ extends to include arbiters that apply Dutch law. 
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Consequently, in addition to a ‘subject to contract’ or ‘subject to signature’ clause, parties 
are advised to agree an exculpatory clause enabling them to walk away from the negotiations 
without incurring liability for damages.  
 There are also other ways of limiting the risk of pre-contractual liability. One 
possibility is a proviso that the contract must be approved by a corporate body, such as the 
management board: the ‘subject to board approval’ clause.11 Here, too, it is important to 
describe the purpose of this proviso in sufficiently clear terms: who is the ‘board’ and what 
grounds does it have to refuse consent? Case law shows that such a clause can in principle 
be invoked, but that this becomes more difficult, for example, the more closely the 
negotiator(s) is/are linked to the body that must ultimately approve the contract. After all, in 
such cases there may still be a legitimate expectation that the approval will be a formality.12 
 An alternative, practical option is to make a choice of law solely with regard to pre-
contractual liability, and to choose a legal system such as that applicable in England, which 
does not provide for liability in respect of aborted negotiations. This freedom of choice is 
available to professional parties under Article 14(1) of Regulation (EC) No 864/2007 (Rome 
II)13 (‘where all the parties are pursuing a commercial activity’) and does not preclude the 
parties from declaring Dutch law applicable to their eventual contract.14 We do not see this 
solution very often in practice, even though it may be highly effective in preventing pre-
contractual liability. 
 Finally: perhaps the most important way to avoid surprises during the pre-contractual 
phase is to manage expectations. If no arrangements have been made about the negotiating 
phase, any unilateral provisos should be made in clear terms, repeatedly where necessary, 
and set out in writing.15 However, even if such arrangements have been made, it may be 
advisable to remind the other party of the (agreed) provisos at appropriate times. By actively 
managing expectations, repeatedly where necessary, a party could prevent the other party 
from having the legitimate expectation that a contract exists or will be concluded, with all 
the attendant consequences. 
 
3. Interpretation of the contract 
The following potential surprise relates to the interpretation of the contract. Primarily, it is 
the parties themselves that interpret and implement commercial contracts. In doing so, they 
are normally guided by the texts of them. If a Dutch court or an arbiter needs to become 

 
11  As regards the validity and effect of this clause, see C.A. Streefkerk, ‘Subject to board approval. 

Tussen opschortende en potestatieve voorwaarde’, in C.H.C. Overes & W.J.M. van Veen (eds.), Met 
recht betrokken [in Dutch] (Van der Ploeg collection), Deventer: Kluwer 2012, pp. 356-366.  

12  For a number of examples, see Tjittes 2018, pp. 123-131. 
13  Asser/Kramer & Verhagen 10-III 2015/1192. We therefore recommend that this choice of law be 

combined with a choice of forum in favour of a court which will apply the Rome II Regulation. 
14  See, for example, Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 26 April 2011, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2011:BQ5836.  
15  Compare, for example, Amsterdam Court of Appeal, 9 June 2009, ECLI:NL:GHAMS:2009:BJ8504, 

in which the fact that provisos were repeatedly referred to in correspondence precluded the creation 
of a legitimate expectation that an agreement would be concluded. 
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involved, it sometimes causes great amazement that it not only looks at the text of the 
contract but also tries to get into the parties’ heads in order to ascertain their intention, sifts 
through the entire negotiation process and even considers circumstances that occurred after 
the conclusion of the contract. This entire approach is alien to Anglo-American law.16 
Commercial parties often feel that the Dutch interpretation method entails legal uncertainty, 
since they are unable to rely on the wording of their contracts. To what extent can this lack 
of certainty be limited?  
 First, a few words about the Dutch interpretation method. According to settled case 
law, the interpretation of a written contract cannot be confined to a purely linguistic 
interpretation of its provisions. What matters is ‘what the parties could reasonably have 
understood those provisions to mean in the given circumstances and what they could 
reasonably have expected from each other in that regard’ (the Haviltex formula).17 In this 
context, consideration is given to all the circumstances of the specific case,18 including 
circumstances that occurred before the conclusion of the contract, such as the negotiations 
between the parties, and circumstances that occurred after the conclusion of the contract, in 
particular the manner in which the parties performed it.19 
 In a range of judgments on the interpretation of – briefly put – negotiated commercial 
contracts, the Dutch Supreme Court ruled that a court is free to initially attach a lot of weight 
to the most obvious linguistic meaning of the terms of the contract.20 This means that a court 
may give a preliminary ruling on the interpretation of the contract. The reasons for initially 
attaching a lot of weight to the wording include ‘the nature of the transaction, the size of the 
contract and its depth of detail, the manner of its conclusion and in particular the (...) ‘entire 
agreement clause’’21 (although in a later judgment the Dutch Supreme Court qualified the 
importance of the ‘entire agreement clause’ for interpretation22). The parties are free to 
submit counterevidence against a preliminary ruling on interpretation. This is because the 

 
16  For a lucid overview of English case law, see H.N. Schelhaas, in: H.N. Schelhaas & W.L. Valk, 

Uitleg van rechtshandelingen [in Dutch]. Preliminary Reports of the Dutch Civil Law Association 
(Nederlandse Vereniging voor Burgerlijk Recht), Zutphen: Uitgeverij Paris 2016, pp. 103-113, or 
Tjittes 2018, pp. 363-374. 

17  Dutch Supreme Court, 13 March 1981, ECLI:NL:HR:1981:AG4158, NJ 1981/635 (Haviltex). 
18  Dutch Supreme Court, 20 February 2004, ECLI:NL:HR:2004:AO1427, NJ 2005/493 (DSM v Fox), 

para. 4.5. 
19  Dutch Supreme Court, 20 May 1994, ECLI:NL:HR:1994:ZC1368, NJ 1994/574 (Gasunie v 

Gemeente Anloo), para. 3.6. 
20  See in particular Dutch Supreme Court, 19 January 2007, ECLI:NL:HR:2007:AZ3178, NJ 2007/575 

(Meyer v Pontmeyer), Dutch Supreme Court, 29 June 2007, ECLI:NL:HR:2007:BA4909, NJ 
2007/576 (Derksen v Homburg) and Dutch Supreme Court, 5 April 2013, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BY8101, NJ 2013/214 (Lundiform v Mexx). 

21  Dutch Supreme Court, 19 January 2007, ECLI:NL:HR:2007:AZ3178, NJ 2007/575 (Meyer v 
Pontmeyer), para. 3.4.3. 

22  Dutch Supreme Court, 5 April 2013, ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BY8101, NJ 2013/214 (Lundiform v 
Mexx), para. 3.5.3. 
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Haviltex formula is ultimately the decisive standard, including where commercial contracts 
are concerned.23 
 Although a court must give sound reasons for why there is scope for a preliminary 
ruling on interpretation, the recent judgment in Valerbosch v X shows that the Dutch 
Supreme Court is reluctant to impose strict conditions in this regard. In that judgment it 
found: 
 

‘The court that is to interpret a contract may give the preliminary ruling that a 
provision contained therein must be interpreted in accordance with its linguistic 
meaning. Contrary to the argument presented in this ground for appeal in cassation, 
such a preliminary ruling does not require the parties to have negotiated about the 
text of the provision or to have been assisted by (legal) experts in that regard. Nor is 
there any requirement for the contract to have been concluded between professional 
parties or for the nature of the transaction or its extent and depth of detail to give 
cause for such a preliminary ruling. It is up to the court to decide what weight must 
be attached in that context to the presence or absence of these circumstances, partly 
in view of the then evident other circumstances of the case (if any).’24 

 
Accordingly, the Dutch Supreme Court provides the courts with ample scope to attach 
considerable weight to the wording of the contract, even where it is not a fully negotiated 
commercial contract. Indeed, a particular interpretation may be so obvious based on the text 
of the contract that a court taking a different view of it would have a greater obligation to 
state reasons. 25  In practice, therefore, the courts attach considerable value to the text. 
According to a recent empirical study by Smeehuijzen and De Haan, the courts rule in 
conformity with the text of the contract in 96.7% of cases.26 The impact of the Haviltex 
formula on the importance of the text for interpretation purposes should therefore not be 
overestimated.27 

 
23  Dutch Supreme Court, 5 April 2013, ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BY8101, NJ 2013/214 (Lundiform v 

Mexx), para. 3.4.3. Cf. earlier judgments of the Dutch Supreme Court: 19 November 2010, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2010: BN7886, NJ 2010/623 (Skare v Flexmen), para. 3.4.1 and 19 October 2007, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2007:BA7024, NJ 2007/565 (Vodafone v ETC), para. 3.4. 

24  Dutch Supreme Court, 13 December 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:1940, NJ 2020/435, para. 3.2.3. 
25  See, for example, Dutch Supreme Court, 29 October 1999, ECLI:NL:HR:1999:AA1484, NJ 

1999/823 (Ekkersrijt v De Rooy), para. 3.6. 
26  J.L. Smeehuijzen & J.P. de Haan, Een empirisch onderzoek naar feitenrechtspraak over uitleg. De 

tekst van de overeenkomst regeert, en wat de practicus moet weten op twee A-4tjes [in Dutch], NJB 
2020/2569. 

27  See also Valk, in: Schelhaas & Valk 2016, pp. 23-24, with reference to Dutch Supreme Court, 20 
February 2004, ECLI:NL:HR:2004:AO1427, NJ 2005/493 (DSM v Fox), para. 4.5: ‘From a practical 
perspective, the linguistic meaning which these terms, read in the context of the document as a 
whole, normally have in (the relevant circle of) society, is often of great importance in the 
interpretation of that document.’ 
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 This does not alter the fact that negotiations about a commercial contract can take 
account of interpretation risks in order to mitigate them. 28 Although self-evident, clear 
wording that also reflects the parties’ intention should be used. Avoid open contractual 
norms where possible, because these may force the courts to apply a non-textual 
interpretation. An open norm is sometimes necessary, however (for example: the contractor 
must accomplish the work in such a way that it ‘is suitable for the intended use’), but in that 
case it may be beneficial to combine that open norm with specific obligations (the specific 
requirements that the work has to meet). Similarly, an obligation to use ‘reasonable efforts’ 
may be combined with specific obligations of result, giving non-exhaustive substance to the 
norm.  
 The parties should also realise that Anglo-American terms often have no clear-cut 
meaning under Dutch law. Earlier on, we already referred to the ‘subject to contract’ and 
‘subject to signature’ clauses. However, even the familiar ‘entire agreement’ clause does not 
‘automatically have special significance’ according to the Dutch Supreme Court. 29 
Consequently, we do not recommend indiscriminately copying English boilerplate 
contractual provisions or concepts into Dutch contracts.30 The parties must decide whether 
such a provision – assessed also in the context of Dutch law – clearly reflects their intention, 
and if not, amend it accordingly. For example, if the parties intend the ‘entire agreement’ 
clause to exclude anything other than the written document itself (such as witness statements) 
from being produced as evidence of their contract, we recommend that they make it clear in 
the text of the provision that they will conclude an agreement regarding evidence (Article 
153 of the Dutch Code of Civil Procedure).  
 With regard to unilaterally prepared commercial contracts about which there has been 
little to no negotiation, we also recommend that the key provisions should be expressly 
brought to the other party’s attention and explained where necessary, with the contract 
stating that the other party is aware of their legal consequences. This is because the courts 
will be less inclined to attach a lot of weight to the linguistic meaning of the wording of 
contracts that have only barely been negotiated, if at all.31 If the provisions are explicitly 
brought to the other party’s attention, it will be more difficult for the latter to rely on its own 
interpretation of the contract at odds with the linguistic meaning of the text (assuming that 
the linguistic meaning is sufficiently clear). 
 A final ‘surprise’ which we would like to highlight is that in their interpretation of 
contracts the Dutch courts take account of circumstances occurring after they have been 

 
28  This is discussed at length in D.J. Beenders & J.W.M.K. Meijer, Uitleg van commerciële contracten 

in de praktijk [in Dutch], Ars Aequi 2013, pp. 646-657. 
29  Dutch Supreme Court, 5 April 2013, ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BY8101, NJ 2013/214 (Lundiform v 

Mexx), para. 3.5.3. 
30  This issue is discussed at length in, for example, Schelhaas 2016, pp. 146-169 and 176-179. 
31  See, for example, Dutch Supreme Court, 5 April 2013, ECLI:NL:HR:2013:BY8101, NJ 2013/214 

(Lundiform v Mexx), para. 3.4.2. 
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concluded. A distinction should be made here between cases in which the courts draw on 
circumstances to determine the substance of the contract when it was concluded and cases 
in which they invoke circumstances in order to establish that the substance of the contract 
evolved over time (also referred to as ‘dynamic interpretation’).32 Continuing performance 
contracts, for example, are quite frequently filed away after a while, after which the parties, 
based on practical considerations perhaps, implement them in ways that are no longer 
compatible with the original intentions of those documents. In such a situation, therefore, 
‘dynamic interpretation’ would benefit the party that would suffer harm if it were forced to 
adhere to the original intention of the contract. In our opinion, a ‘no oral modification’ clause, 
which, in derogation from Article 3:37(1) DCC, provides that the contract may only be 
amended by means of a signed written document, need not preclude such a situation because 
the parties’ conduct could also constitute a derogation from that clause. This would 
obviously not apply if the ‘no oral modification’ clause is also interpreted as an agreement 
regarding evidence.33  

Such situations should of course be preferably avoided by ensuring good contract 
management. We recommend that businesses regularly evaluate the performance of current 
contracts in order to verify whether the situation in practice still corresponds to their wording, 
for instance, and whether any deviations should be recorded in writing.  
 
4. Remedies in the event of non-performance: exculpatory clauses 
When it comes to remedies in the event of non-compliance, there are numerous ‘surprises’ 
that could be mentioned in this article. These include the statutory rules on default and notice 
of default: these are not set in stone, which means that parties cannot always rely on them.34 
However, this article will focus on exculpatory clauses in commercial contracts which may 
restrict the remedies available, such as compensation, in the event of non-performance.35 
 Contractual freedom would suggest that any exclusion or limitation of statutory or 
contractual rights between professional parties, provided this was freely agreed, is 
enforceable. However, this is not the case under Dutch law. An exculpatory clause will not 
apply if that would be unacceptable in the given circumstances according to the standards of 
reasonableness and fairness (Article 6:248(2) DCC).36 Whether that is the situation depends 

 
32  On this point, see Valk, in: Schelhaas & Valk 2016, pp. 26-32.  
33  This issue is discussed at length in T.H.M. van Wechem & H.N. Schelhaas, ‘Yes or no to no oral 

modification clauses?’, Contracteren 2017, pp. 47-52. 
34  On this point, see for example the recent publications J.H.M. Spanjaard, Ingebrekestelling: 

misschien minder formeel, maar het blijft oppassen [in Dutch], Contracteren 2019, pp. 145-149 and 
P.S. Bakker, Ingebrekestelling, verzuim en de redelijke termijn voor nakoming [in Dutch], ORP 
2020, pp. 4-11, both pursuant to Dutch Supreme Court, 11 October 2019, ECLI:NL:HR:2019:1581, 
NJ 2020/197 (Fraanje v Alukon).  

35  This is discussed at length in T.J. de Graaf, Exoneraties in (ICT-)contracten tussen professionele 
partijen [in Dutch] (dissertation, Leiden University), Deventer: Kluwer 2006. 

36  If the exculpatory clause is part of general terms and conditions, it could moreover be unreasonably 
onerous and therefore be voidable (Article 6:233(a) DCC).  
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on all the circumstances of the case, including the criteria listed in the classic judgments in 
Saladin v HBU (1967) and Pseudovogelpest (1976), such as the severity of the culpability of 
the party relying on the clause, the nature and the seriousness of the foreseeable loss and the 
capacities of the parties.37 Regarding the capacities of the parties, the assumption is that 
particular restraint must be exercised when assessing exculpatory clauses in commercial 
contracts.38 In Kuunders v Swinkels (2004), the Dutch Supreme Court added the criterion 
‘the extent to which the (...) loss may be covered by insurance’. 39  The case law on 
exculpatory clauses has not produced proper hard and fast rules, however,40 except with 
regard to the severity of the culpability. Since the Dutch Supreme Court’s judgment in 
Gemeente Stein v Driessen (1997), it is now settled case law that reliance on an exculpatory 
clause is ‘generally’ – that is, as a rule – unacceptable according to the standards of 
reasonableness and fairness ‘if the loss is attributable to intent or deliberate recklessness (or 
‘gross negligence’ in the words of the Court of Appeal) on the part of the debtor or the 
persons charged with the management of the latter’s business’.41 
 But this leads to the next surprise: the meaning of ‘deliberate recklessness’ [bewuste 
roekeloosheid] or ‘gross negligence’ [grove schuld] under Dutch law is not necessarily in 
line with the meaning of ‘gross negligence’ in the Anglo-American legal system. Under the 
laws of the US state of Delaware, a system often chosen in commercial contexts, this means 
‘an extreme departure from the ordinary standard of care’.42 Until 2008, the threshold for 
deliberate recklessness under Dutch law also seemed to be fairly high: ‘negligence bordering 
on intent in terms of blameworthiness’.43 In its judgment in Telfort v Scaramea, however, 
the Dutch Supreme Court seems to have lowered that threshold by ruling that deliberate 
recklessness does not require the liable entity to have actually been aware or taken account 
of the loss being sustained. 44  In that matter, for the entity in question to have been 
deliberately reckless, it was sufficient for it to have ‘deliberately’ omitted to check the risk 

 
37  Dutch Supreme Court, 19 May 1967, ECLI:NL:HR:1967:AC4745, NJ 1967/261 (Saladin v HBU) 

and Dutch Supreme Court, 20 February 1976, ECLI:NL:HR:1976:AC5695, NJ 1976/486 
(Pseudovogelpest). 

38  H.N. Schelhaas, Redelijkheid en billijkheid (Mon. BW nr. A5) [in Dutch], Deventer: Wolters Kluwer 
2017, p. 71; Tjittes 2018, p. 555 with reference to Dutch Supreme Court, 15 October 2004, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2004:AP1664, NJ 2005/141 (GTI v Zürich), para. 3.5. 

39  Dutch Supreme Court, 18 June 2004, ECLI:NL:HR:2004:AO6913, NJ 2004/585, para. 3.6. Cf. 
earlier Dutch Supreme Court judgment, 12 May 2000, ECLI:NL:HR:2000:AA5783, NJ 2000/412 
(Van den Heuvel v Peeten), para. 3.4. 

40  In a recent judgment, for example, the Dutch Supreme Court rejected the view that the exculpatory 
clause cannot relate to the core of the performance; Dutch Supreme Court, 29 January 2021, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2021:153, NJ 2021/44 (Bart’s Retail v X), para. 3.1.2. 

41  Dutch Supreme Court, 12 December 1997, ECLI:NL:HR:1997:ZC2524, NJ 1998/208 (Gemeente 
Stein v Driessen), para. 3.6.1, Dutch Supreme Court, 18 June 2004, ECLI:NL:HR:2004:AO6913, NJ 
2004/585 (Kuunders v Swinkels), para. 3.6, and Dutch Supreme Court, 17 February 2006, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2006:AU5663, NJ 2006/158 (Spector v Fotoshop), para. 3.11. 

42  Supreme Court of Delaware, 5 November 1990, Browne v. Robb, 583 A.2d 949, 953 (1990). 
43  See, for example, Dutch Supreme Court, 30 September 1994, ECLI:NL:HR:1994:ZC1464, NJ 

1995/45 (Diepop v Nouwens), para. 3.4.2. 
44  Dutch Supreme Court, 5 September 2008, ECLI:NL:HR:2008:BD2984, NJ 2008/480, para. 3.5. 
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of the loss being sustained, despite indications that this was necessary, and to have failed to 
take relatively simple measures to prevent substantial losses on the part of the other party. 
That judgment has been the object of some criticism in the literature, however, in part 
because it would result in exculpatory clauses in commercial relations being too flimsy.45 
 Another ‘surprise’ which we regularly encounter in practice but which remains 
somewhat underdiscussed in the literature46 involves the tenet of the ‘party caught in the 
middle’. Article 6:244 DCC contains a provision designed to prevent users of general terms 
and conditions from being caught between their customers and their professional suppliers 
by being unable to invoke a particular clause in relation to their customers even though their 
suppliers are able to invoke it. This problem arises in particular with regard to exculpatory 
clauses in general terms and conditions, which are presumed to be unreasonably onerous for 
consumers (Article 6:237(f) DCC). If a party cannot exclude liability in relation to its 
consumer-customers whereas its supplier can exclude this liability, it will have to shoulder 
the loss. In such cases, Article 6:244 DCC could offer a solution.47 It provides that the 
supplier will be unable to invoke the clause insofar as this ‘would be unreasonable on account 
of its close connection to a clause contained in the general terms and conditions which is 
nullified by virtue of this section’. The nullification of the exculpatory clause by the 
consumer may therefore have a knock-on effect on the relationship with the supplier in the 
sense that the supplier will be unable to invoke a comparable clause. The condition that the 
clause has to have been nullified is also the provision’s flaw, however. We believe that this 
makes it more attractive for the party in the middle to pass on its supplier’s unreasonable 
exculpatory clause to its customers than to apply reasonable terms and conditions towards 
its customers. The fact is that, in the latter case, there would be nothing to nullify and he 
would still be left with the loss.  
 This issue does not apply in the specific regulations on consumer sales. Article 7:25 
DCC provides that if the consumer-buyer has exercised one or more of their rights against 
the seller in relation to a defect (for the record: irrespective of whether an exculpatory clause 
is nullified in that relationship), the seller will in principle be entitled to compensation from 
the party from which they bought the item, provided that this is a professional party. A 
different clause, such as an exculpatory clause in the relationship between the seller and their 

 
45  Schelhaas 2017, p. 73. Cf. T.H.M. van Wechem, Van bewuste roekeloosheid naar toerekenbare 

roekeloosheid? [In Dutch], Contracteren 2008, pp. 89-91. 
46  This point is discussed in particular in the manuals Asser/Sieburgh 6-III 2018/508 and Asser/Hijma 

7-I 2019/623-630. Also see the recent publication T.J.K. van Santen, Het recht van verhaal van de 
eindverkoper: in Duitsland, in Nederland en in de toekomst [in Dutch], Contracteren 2018, pp. 97-
105. 

47  Under Article 6:247(2) DCC, the Dutch statutory rules on general terms and conditions, inluding 
Article 6:244 DCC, do not apply to contracts between commercial parties that are not both based in 
the Netherlands. Recently, it was argued in this journal that Article 6:247(2) DCC is inconsistent 
with the ban on discrimination resulting from the freedoms of movement under EU law; see L.M. 
van Bochove & T.J. de Graaf, De discriminerende werking van de algemenevoorwaardenafdeling 
[in Dutch], MvV 2020, pp. 386-391. It is questionable, therefore, whether Article 6:247(2) DCC can 
be upheld in intra-EU matters. 
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supplier, will be voidable (to this extent). This is another way in which an exculpatory clause 
in a commercial contract can have an unexpected outcome.48  
 In short, exculpatory clauses in commercial contracts are usually enforceable, but not 
always. They cannot be invoked in certain specific circumstances. Whether such 
circumstances will occur usually cannot be predicted in advance.49 Parties that opt for Dutch 
law have to live with this risk. Article 6:248(2), Article 6:244 and Article 7:25 DCC are rare 
instances of mandatory provisions that impact on commercial contracts. Consequently, no 
derogation from them is possible, not even in commercial contracts in which contractual 
freedom is paramount. 
 
5. The end of the contract 
Further confusion may arise when the contract is about to end. Where the contract or the 
parties refer to ‘termination’, does this mean dissolution [ontbinding] or notice of 
termination [opzegging] under Dutch law? When drafting and implementing a contract, it is 
important to be mindful of the distinction between these tenets and their legal consequences, 
because surprises could otherwise be in store. 
 Under Dutch law, any breach of contract by one party entitles the other party to 
dissolve all or part of the contract, unless the breach does not justify dissolution given its 
nature or minor significance (Article 6:265(1) DCC).50 However, except where performance 
is impossible (temporarily or permanently), this requires default and therefore often notice 
of default (paragraph 2). Dissolution releases the parties from the commitments made under 
the contract; insofar as these have already been fulfilled, anything performance actually 
accomplished has to be undone (Article 6:271 DCC).  

As regards commercial contracts, the statutory rules on dissolution are regulatory law. 
On the one hand, this means that the parties are free to deviate from the statutory rules in 
their contract, for instance by contractually excluding dissolution or by providing that 
dissolution will require a ‘fundamental breach’. On the other, it means that, insofar as the 
parties have not made arrangements on this point, the statutory rules will automatically 
supplement their contract. This in turn entails risks.51 

 
48  To the extent that the contract is governed by Dutch law, obviously. In cross-border sales, the 

parties must beware of the applicability of the Vienna Sales Convention. Unlike the rights of the 
consumer-buyer (Article 7:6(3) DCC), this is not a priority rule; see I. Driehuis, Twee aanvullende 
internationale aspecten van art. 7:25 BW: het regres van de verkoper op diens voorschakel [in 
Dutch], NbBW 2003, pp. 166-170. 

49  Cf. T.H.M. van Wechem, Leren exonereren: een aantal gezichtspunten ten aanzien van het 
contractueel reguleren van aansprakelijkheid [in Dutch], Contracteren 2019, p. 98. 

50  The main rule and the ‘unless’ provision together give expression to the substantive rule of law that, 
briefly put, only a breach of sufficient weight will entitle a party to dissolve all or part of the 
agreement. See the standard judgment of the Dutch Supreme Court, 28 September 2018, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2018:1810, NJ 2019/446 (Eigen Haard v X).  

51  This is discussed at length in H.N. Schelhaas & J.H.M. Spanjaard, Beëindigingsbedingen zijn 
helemaal het einde, of toch niet? [in Dutch], Contracteren 2018, pp. 46-53. 
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Let us assume that a commercial contract contains a termination clause with a number 
of grounds for termination. The first question is what this clause provides for: dissolution 
due to of breach of contract, notice of termination, or both? If the clause only provides for 
notice of termination, the next question is whether dissolution is also possible pursuant to 
the statutory rules, which after all may fill up gaps in the contract. If the clause also provides 
for dissolution, another question is whether, in addition to the specified grounds for 
termination, dissolution is also possible pursuant to the statutory rules, and whether notice 
of termination is possible outside the clause. We therefore recommend that parties make it 
clear in the termination clause what mode of termination is being referred to, and whether 
the specified grounds for termination are exhaustive. 

The statutory rules may also come into play if the termination clause does not include 
any arrangements on default and notice of default. In that case the question will rise whether 
default is required on top of the requirements for dissolution specified in the contract. A 
similar problem arises with regard to the legal consequences of dissolution. If the parties 
have not made any arrangements on this point, the point of departure is that any performance 
actually accomplished must be undone. The implementation of the contract must be 
‘reversed’, which may not be what the parties had in mind when they negotiated the 
termination clause. Partial dissolution, i.e. solely with regard to future contract obligations, 
may offer a solution in such a situation (provided that the termination clause allows this). 
However, it is preferable to prevent these surprises by ensuring that the termination clause 
includes exhaustive arrangements about the requirements for and legal consequences of 
dissolution. 

The concept of partial dissolution is worth considering for other reasons as well. In 
the event of a breach of contract, partial dissolution may be a more attractive route for the 
creditor to recover part of their money. Unlike a compensation claim for breach of contract, 
this does not require imputability. Furthermore, the statutory rules on loss estimates, 
including provisions such as Article 6:100 DCC (deduction of collateral benefits) and Article 
6:101 BW (own fault), do not apply.52 The easiest way to prevent this discrepancy is to 
exclude partial dissolution. If the parties opt not to do so, they should consider contractual 
alignment of the conditions for a price reduction due to non-performance on the one hand 
and partial dissolution on the other. In this context, the wording of exculpatory clauses 
deserves special attention: the parties must prevent them from being circumvented by opting 
for partial dissolution rather than compensation.  
 The Dutch Civil Code does not contain general rules on the termination of continuing 
performance contracts,53 which is why this tenet has been developed in case law. The main 

 
52  Cf. on this point H.B. Krans, Prijsvermindering krachtens gedeeltelijke ontbinding als alternatief 

voor schadevergoeding, in: C.G. Breedveld-de Voogd et al. (eds), Sluitertijd, Reflecties op het werk 
van Jaap Hijma [in Dutch], Deventer: Wolters Kluwer 2020, pp. 267-277. 

53  Specific regulations do exist, for example on agreements for services (Article 7:408 DCC). 
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points of the Dutch Supreme Court’s judgments are as follows.54 A distinction must be made 
between open-ended contracts and fixed-term contracts, and between contracts with and 
without a (statutory) termination arrangement. A fixed-term contract without a termination 
arrangement may not be terminated early except in the event of exceptional (unforeseen) 
circumstances.55 A fixed-term contract with a termination arrangement may be terminated 
in accordance with that arrangement, but the supplemental effect of the principle of 
reasonableness and fairness may entail termination being subject to further requirements. 
The same applies to an open-ended contract with a termination arrangement.56 Finally, an 
open-ended contract without a termination arrangement is terminable in principle (unless the 
parties envisaged a contract that could never be terminated, of course). 57 However, the 
supplemental effect of the principle of reasonableness and fairness may entail that 
termination is only possible if there are ‘sufficiently compelling grounds’ for this, or that a 
particular notice period must be observed, or that notice of termination must be accompanied 
by an offer to pay a termination fee or compensation.58  
 These judgments also harbour potential surprises. An important one, obviously, is 
that the supplemental effect of the principle of reasonableness and fairness could entail 
termination being subject to further requirements on top of the contractual requirements. The 
parties can take this into account when drafting the termination clause by making it clear that 
the purport of the clause is to provide exhaustive requirements for termination. This will 
prevent the situation in which any gap left by the termination clause may be filled by the 
supplemental effect of the principle of reasonableness and fairness. We find support for this 
in Goglio v SMQ, in which the Dutch Supreme Court only assigns a role to the supplemental 
effect ‘if the law and the matters agreed between the parties leave scope for this’.59  
 The final risk we would like to highlight in this article concerns the tacit renewal of 
fixed-term continuing performance contracts. Inadequate contract management sometimes 
results in the parties continuing along the same lines after the end of the contract period 
without documenting their continued collaboration. This entails the risk of their legal 
relationship taking on a different aspect in the sense that the continued collaboration is 
construed as a new, open-ended continuing performance contract (rather than a renewal of 

 
54  For a more detailed overview, see Schelhaas & Spanjaard 2018, pp. 47-49.  
55  Dutch Supreme Court, 21 October 1988, ECLI:NL:HR:1988:AD0483, NJ 1990/439 (Mondia v 

Calanda), para. 3.2. For an in-depth analysis, see D.J. Beenders & P.W. den Hollander, Tussentijdse 
beëindiging van duurovereenkomsten voor bepaalde tijd [in Dutch], VrA 2010, pp. 65-85. 

56  Dutch Supreme Court, 2 February 2018, ECLI:NL:HR:2018:141, NJ 2018/98 (Goglio v SMQ), para. 
3.6.3. 

57  Dutch Supreme Court, 15 April 2016, ECLI:NL:HR:2016:660, NJ 2016/236 (Provincie c.s. v 
Gemeente Amsterdam), para. 4.4 and Dutch Supreme Court, 2 February 2018, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2018:141, NJ 2018/98 (Goglio v SMQ), para. 3.6.5. 

58  Dutch Supreme Court, 28 October 2011, ECLI:NL:HR:2011:BQ9854, NJ 2012/685 (Gemeente de 
Ronde Venen v SNU en Stedin), para. 3.5.1 and Dutch Supreme Court, 2 February 2018, 
ECLI:NL:HR:2018:141, NJ 2018/98 (Goglio v SMQ), para. 3.6.2. 

59  Dutch Supreme Court, 2 February 2018, ECLI:NL:HR:2018:141, NJ 2018/98 (Goglio v SMQ), para. 
3.6.3. 
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the original fixed-term contract, which in turn entails other risks which are better avoided).60 
This would mean that their contract is terminable, in principle, which could present either 
party with an unpleasant surprise in due course. Consequently, a preferable course of action 
would be for the parties to either provide for the option of renewal in the fixed-term contract 
or to manage the contract adequately by considering the question of whether new 
arrangements need to be made towards the end of the contract period. 
 
6. Conclusion 
We hope that the examples provided in this article illustrate how Dutch law sometimes 
presents parties concluding commercial contracts with surprises. This article is not 
exhaustive, however, and we would like to stress that, in a commercial context, Dutch 
contract law may also have surprising effects in other areas. This need not be a disaster of 
course. Even apart from the fact that a surprise may have a positive outcome for a particular 
party, it forces drafters of contracts whose intention is to secure legal certainty to pay close 
attention to developments in legislation and case law and, accordingly, to draft clearly and 
accurately. Ideally, this should result in watertight contracts which will prove their value if, 
for example, they lead to any conflicts and a court is expected to resolve particular issues. 
An investment in a sound, secure contract will therefore pay itself off. And that, hopefully, 
does not come as a surprise to negotiators and drafters of contracts. 

 
60  J.M. Barendrecht & G.R.B. van Peursem, Distributieovereenkomsten (Recht en Praktijk series, no. 

104) [in Dutch], Deventer: Kluwer 1997, nos. 135 and 208. 


